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Flow induced vibration and deformation are phenomena that routinely occur in 
biological systems including cardiovascular dynamics, phonation and biological locomotion, 
and computational modeling of such phenomena remains a challenge. The biophysics of 
phonation (which refers to the production of sound in the larynx) in particular is primarily 
driven by a highly coupled interaction between glottal aerodynamics and vocal fold tissue. In 
the current work, we have developed a coupled 3D immersed-boundary finite-element 
method (IBFEM) for modeling the interaction of fluid with biological structures (tissue) and 
applied this method to investigate the biophysics of phonation. In this method, the Navier-
Stokes equations for fluid flow are solved using a sharp interface immersed boundary 
method (IBM). The elastrodynamic equations for the tissue are solved using a finite--element 
method which is coupled with the IBM solver. The results are analyzed to gain an insight 
into the glottal jet aerodynamics as well as the dynamics and deformation of the vocal folds. 
Results show that self--sustained vibrations can be achieved for the modeled vocal fold. 

I. Introduction 
HONATION is a complex biological phenomenon which results from a highly coupled biomechanical 
interaction between glottal aerodynamics and vocal fold tissue vibration. The vocal folds are driven by 

transglottal pressure drop and vibrate mostly at a single frequency which is very close to one of the modal 
frequencies of the vocal folds. This frequency is the fundamental phonation frequency and decides the pitch of 
speech. Also a pulsatile transitional/turbulent jet is formed by the pressure drop and the moving wall of the vocal 
folds. The coupling of this jet with a very complicated human airway produces a complex flow field. The pulsatile 
jet flow and flow vortices are sound source and determine the voice quality.    

Due to the high complexity of human airway lumen geometric shape and nonlinearity of the coupling between 
airway flow aerodynamics and vocal fold vibration, modeling this problem is an immense challenge. Early studies 
have employed the lumped mass vocal folds model coupled with the Bernoulli equation5. Despite its simplicity, 
these models were able to demonstrate sustained vocal fold vibration and pulsatile flows. However, lumped mass 
models cannot precisely predict continuum system behavior8 and flow models based on the Bernoulli equation 
provide no information on development of the glottal jet. Hence more sophisticated models have been used for the 
airflow as well as the vocal fold modeling. The lumped model has been coupled with Naiver-Stokes equations4. The 
results show that the glottal jet has a strong asymmetry which also has been observed through experiments6. 
Furthermore, the continuum vocal fold has been coupled with steady Navier-Stokes equations in 3D elliptic cylinder 
type channel using finite element method2.        

In the current paper a new computational method for flow--structure interaction in biological flows is presented. 
The method employs a recently been developed sharp interface immersed boundary method (IBM)1 for the fluid and 
a finite-element method (FEM) for the solid (tissue) dynamics. In addition, a penalty method is incorporated into the 
FEM to model the collision between solid structures. Two- and three--dimensional idealized geometric models are 
developed based on the shape of vocal folds obtained from real human larynx CT scans. The vocal fold tissue is 
modeled as a three-layer viscoelastic material. Two- and three-dimensional flow structure interaction (FSI) studies 
are conducted and results of these simulations presented. 
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II. Fluid-Structures Interaction Model of the Human Larynx 

I. Glottal Flow Model 
Glottal airflow during phonation is highly complex due to the inherent unsteadiness imposed by the vocal folds 

vibration as well as transition to turbulence in the glottal jet. The equations governing this type flows are the 3-D 
unsteady incompressible Navier--Stokes equations: 
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where ju are velocity components in three directions, p  is pressure, and ρ and υ  are flow density and kinematic 
viscosity 

The equations are discretized in space using a cell--centered, non--staggered arrangement of the primitive 
variables iu  and p . A second--order fractional step method is used to integrate the equation in time.  The advection 
term is linearized using a second--order Adams--Bashforth scheme. Also, an implicit Crank--Nicolson scheme is 
employed to discretize the diffusion term and to eliminate 
the viscous stability constraint. A line--SOR scheme is 
used to solve the advection--diffusion equation and an 
alternating--direction, geometric multi-grid with a line--
SOR smoother is used to solve the pressure Poisson 
equation. 

A sharp interface immersed boundary method (IBM) is 
used for solving these equations. Figure 1 shows a two--
dimensional schematic of an immersed boundary on a 
Cartesian grid where the curve crossing the cells is the 
fluid--solid interface. Cells with a black circle at the center 
represent fluid cells, and those with a square represent 
solid cells. The value of the variables at the ghost cell (GC) 
is determined through extrapolation from image-point (IP) 
and boundary-intercept (BI). The sharp--interface 
boundary conditions are then imposed by involving the 
ghost cells in the computational molecule of the fluid cells 
in the vicinity of the sharp boundaries. Further details of 
this immersed boundary method can be found in Ref. [7]. 

II. Tissue Model 
Just like other organs, the human vocal folds are made of different kinds soft tissues. From a biomechanics 

aspect, the vocal folds can be considered to be made of transverse isotropic viscoelastic materials. Since during 
normal phonation, vocal folds vibration causes small deformation, vocal folds are considered as linear viscoelastic 
material. The constitutive law for this type material is as follows12     
 klijklklijklij AC εεσ &+=  (3)            
where σ is stress tensor, ε is train tensor, ε&  is strain rate tensor and C and A are four-order tensor of material 
constants. 

The dynamics of continuum vocal folds are governed by the Navier equation.  
 iijij uf &&ρρσ =+,  (4) 

where i  and j  range from 1 to 3, if  is the body force component in i  direction, ρ  is vocal fold tissue density, 
iu is displacement in i  direction and iu&& is the acceleration component in i  direction. This equation is solved by the 

finite element method (FEM). For governing equation, a weak form integration is used and in combination with the 
divergence theorem the resulting finite element equation is as follows: 
 α

βαββαββαβ FUKUCUM =++ &&&  (5) 

 

Figure 1.  Schematic of ghost-cell 
methodology used in the current 
immersed boundary method. 
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where M represents the mass matrix, C represents the damping matrix, K represents the stiffness matrix, F  
represents finite element nodal force and U represents the nodal displacement.  

In order to model the vocal folds collision, the contact model based on penalty coefficient method has been 
integrated. The contact nodal force is modeled as follows: 
 dagNgF

cv
a

contact ∫∂ ∇= εα  (6) 

where contactFα  is the nodal contact force, cv∂ is the contact area, ε  is the penalty coefficient, g  is the penetration 
distance, aN  is the shape function and a  is the elementary area. 

Eq. (5) is a second-order ordinary differential equation in time. It is discretized in time using the second order 
New-Mark scheme12  wherein a banded LU decomposition is used to solve the system of algebraic equations. The 
Cuthill-McKee and Gibbs-Poole-Stockmeyer methods13 are used to re-index the nodes in order to create banded 
matrixes. 

III. Anatomical Model 
Human vocal folds are located inside the larynx, just below the ventricle and between thyroid, cricoid and 

arytenoid cartilage. The shape of vocal folds and false vocal folds are reconstructed based on a high resolution CT 
scan. This CT scan is taken at The George Washington University hospital from a 30 years old normal male subject 
during phonation. A coronal view of larynx (located at l06.26mm from subject back) is used to create ideal human 
vocal folds and false vocal folds shape. Due to the slight rotation of subject’s head, only the right part is used and 
left part is created by mirroring the right part from centerline. The ideal 2D/3D model is created by extruding the 2D 
model in anterior and posterior direction.  

 

 
The internal anatomical structure of vocal folds is made of different tissue layers. These layers (from superficial 

to deep) are cover, ligament and vocalis muscle. The material properties of these layers are shown in the Table 1 
where ρ  is the tissue density, pE  is the transversal Young’s Modulus, pν  is the in plane transversal ration, pzE  is 
the longitudinal Young’s Modulus, pzν  is the longitudinal Poisson's ratio, pzG  is the longitudinal shear modulus. 
Since during the normal phonation, the false vocals are hardly move. Here they are treated as rigid bodies. 

 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2. Vocal folds and false vocal folds anatomical model. 
(a) Coronal view of human larynx.(b) 2D vocal folds and false vocal folds shape 

extracted from CT scan.(c) 2D/3D vocal fold and false vocal folds model by extruding 2D model 

Table 1.  Material properties of the three-layers of the vocal folds 
 )( 3cmgρ  

)(kPaEp  
)(kPaEp  

)(kPaEpz  pzν
 

)(kPaGpz  
)( poiseη  

cover 1.043 2.041 0.9 20 0.0 10 3 
ligament 1.043 3.306 0.9 80 0.0 40 5 

body 1.043 3.990 0.9 40 0.0 20 6 
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III. Simulation Results and Discussion 

A. Eigen Mode Analysis 
Eigen modes and eigen frequencies represent the possible responses of the structure to the external load.  During 

the phonation, vocal folds typically vibrate at a single resonant frequency which is the fundamental phonation 
frequency. Despite the non-linearity in the fluid-tissue interaction, this resonant frequency is usually not far away 
from one of the vocal folds eigen frequencies. So eigen mode analysis can give good insight into the vocal fold 
vibration during phonation. Here both 2D and 3D eigen mode analysis have been performed. For 2D problem, it is 
assumed to be a plain isotropic strain problem which takes the same longitudinal shear modules with 3D case and a 
Poisson's ratio of 0.3. The first three lower eigen modes and eigen frequencies are shown in Figure 3. In the first 
mode, the vocal folds move in the inferior and superior direction whereas in the second mode that the vocal folds 
move in the medial and lateral direction, doing adduction and abduction.  Finally, the third mode is that of a wave 
traveling along the vocal folds (the so called mucosal wave11). 

 

 
 
For the 3D case, the shape of vocal folds is 

creating by extruding 2D model 2 cm in anterior 
and posterior directions and the vocal folds are 
subjected to zero displacement at the spanwise 
boundaries. The first 3D mode is similar to the first 
2D eigen mode in that the vocal folds move in the 
inferior/superior direction. There is a standing 
wave along the longitudinal direction, and the 
length of vocal folds is half of this wave length.  
The second mode also involves inferior-superior 
motion although for this case, the longitudinal 
wave has a wave length equal to the length of vocal 
folds. Both the third and fourth modes are 
corresponding to the second and third models in 
the 2D vocal folds: ie. mode three is an adduction 
and abduction mode and mode four corresponds to 
a mucosal wave mode. 

B. Fluid Tissue Interaction 
1. Two-dimensional model of the Larynx 

The 2D fluid tissue interaction simulation has been performed in a cmcm 212 × straight channel which represents 
the vocal tract in the vicinity of the larynx. The vocal folds extent from cmx 16.2=  to cmx 16.3= . The false vocal 
folds are downstream of the true vocal folds. The initial gap between the two vocal folds is 0.02cm. A constant 
pressure drop has been applied on the channel. The outlet pressure is chosen as reference pressure and the inlet gage 
pressure is 1 kPa . No penetration and no-slip boundary conditions are applied on the channel wall and fluid-tissue 
interfaces.  

 

   
(a) Mode 1; 95.2Hz (b)Mode 2; 215.3 Hz (c) Mode 3; 244.6 Hz 

Figure 3.  Eigen modes and eigen frequencies of 2D vocal fold model. 

  
(a) Mode1; 66Hz (b) Mode2; 100Hz 

  
(c) Mode 5; 109Hz (d) Mode4; 125Hz 

Figure 4.  Eigen modes and eigen frequencies of the 3D 
vocal fold model. 
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The flow simulation has been run on a non-uniform 256288×  Cartesian grid and the finite-element grid for the 

vocal fold structure has 117202 triangle elements. The simulation has been carried until it reaches a stationary state. 
Figure 6 shows the history of glottal gap width. It can be seen that at beginning, the vibration has several frequencies 
and after almost 10 cycles, the system seems to settle to a single frequency vibration. The average frequency over 
the steady cycles is 232Hz, which is between the second and the third eigen frequencies. The self-sustained vibration 
has been captured. Figure 7 shows the glottal width history from 0.17s to 0.185s for three cycles and it can be seen 
that the contact model works well in avoiding penetration between the two vocal folds. 

 

 
 
The instantaneous vorticity contours for one complete vibration cycle are shown in Figure 8. Results show that a 

pulsatile jet has been formed and this jet shows a strong asymmetry about the laryngeal centerline.  It has been 
shown that for steady channel flow with a sudden expansion, the flow will become unstable and asymmetric beyond 
a critical Reynolds number even if the symmetric passage is provided, the total pressure drop due to vocal folds 
vibration.  
 

 
Figure 5.  Flow domain for the 2D larynx model. 

 
Figure 6.  Time variation of the glottal gap width for the 2D larynx model. 

 
Figure 7.  Time variation of the glottal gap width for 2D larynx model glottal width history 

from 0.17s to 0.185s 
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Figure 9 shows contours of stress in the vocal folds during the maximum opening and closing phase. At the 
closing phase, the contact force produces a big compression stress (negative yσ ) on the medial surfaces of the vocal 
folds and the maximum elongation stress (positive yσ ) occurs at the root of ligament. The maximum shear stress 

xyτ occurs on the root of vocal folds. At maximum opening position, the shear stress is much smaller than during the 
closing phase. The normal stress yσ is mainly compressive during the opening phase and occurs at the superior part 
of the vocal fold body. The normal stress xσ  is similar at two position and is in general smaller than yσ . 

 
 

  
(a)   t = 0.1799 s ( b)   t = 0.1806 s 

  
(c)   t = 0.1813 s (d)   t = 0.1820 s 

  
(e)   t = 0.1824 s (f)   t = 0.1831 s 

Figure 8.  Instantaneous spanwise vorticity contours for one vocal fold vibration cycle. 

   
(a)  xσ  (b)  yσ  (c)   xyτ  

   
(a)  xσ  (b)  yσ  (c)   xyτ  

Figure 9.  Contours of stresses in the vocal folds during the open and closed phase of the vibration cycle. 
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2. Three-dimensional Model of the Larynx 
A cmcmcm 5.105.212 ××  straight rectangular duct has been used to mimic the human airway. For the true vocal 

folds, all of the surfaces except the flow tissue interfaces are fixed. All of the other conditions are similar to the 2D 
case.  This simulation employs a nonuniform 6498128 ××  Cartesian grid for fluid solver and a 58427 tedrahedral 
element grid for the solid solver.  The vortex structures at the closing and maximum opening phases are shown in 
Figure 10. The simulations indicate that the glottal jet is highly three-dimensional but despite the three-
dimensionaly, shows a tendency to deflect towards one of the walls of the false vocal folds. Further simulations are 
exploring the three-dimensional nature of the jet and the vocal fold vibrations. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 10. 3D FSI simulation setup and instantaneous vortex structure 

(a) grid used for true vocal folds in the 3D laryngeal model. (b-c) Vortex structures in the glottal jet at 
two instances in the vibration cycle. 


